Common Signal Analysis between Two Signals

Definition of Common Signal
Let  be a constant. Let  2 (), Cov() and () be variance, covariance and correlation functions. Assume A, B 1 , and B 2 are three mutually independent random variables. Define respectively. The question is how to extract the common signal.
Best Obtainable Common Signal
The correlation between A and S 1 or S 2 are  1 or  2 respectively. 
Common Signal Extraction
In addition to S 1 and S 2 , only  12 ,  1 and  2 are measurable. 
Additional condition is required to find the best obtainable common signal, such as a prior knowledge of either  1 or  2 , or  in unit of either S 1 or S 2 , or , or the ratio between  1 2 and  2 2 .
For example, when  =  1 ,  1 = 1,  2 =  12 ,  best = 1 and S best = S 1 . If there is prior knowledge of characteristics of the common signal instead, a series of S best can be generated for different  1 , and the selected S best determines  1 . If there is no ground to judge which of S 1 and S 2 contains 
In Equation 3-12 S best is a surprisingly simple weighted average of S 1 and S 2 . It can be explained well in two extreme cases when S 1 and S 2 are directly comparable:
 When signal strengths are same, S best gives heavier weight for signal which has less background strength.
 When background strengths are same, S best scales S 1 and S 2 according to their signal strengths.
Validation
A sine waveform is chosen to be the common signal A. A cosine waveform of twice the periodicity of A is chosen to be B 1 , which is the background for signal S 1 . A white noise is chosen to be B 2 , which is the background for signal S 2 . The white noise B 2 tends to have small but non-zero correlation with either the common signal A or the background B 1 , and it is one of the major source when the result is deviate from ideal behavior. Equation 3-12 is used to extract  best and S best regardless what ,  1 and  2 are used to generate the signals. Table 1 shows that the correlation  best to the true common signal A of S best in most case is better than the corresponding values  1 and  2 . Figure 1 shows one of the exceptional case in which  best is worse than  1 , when  = 2,  1 = 0.5,  2 = 2. It shows that contrary to smaller  best , S best is visually close to A than S 1 , e.g., no more double positive peaks, and smaller negative peaks. It is observed that S best generally has better or at least comparable visual correlation to the true common signal A than S 1 or S 2 . 
Common Signal Analysis among Three Signals
Ideal Extraction
For each signal, assume j=1,2,3, B j is the background,  j is the deviation,  j is the signal strength, and  j is the background strength. Let  1 = 1. Assume A is the common signal, so that by definition Cov(A, B j ) = 0 
Like in the two-signal case, other optimized constructions of linear combination of S 1 , S 2 and S 3 also result in Equation 4-11 and Equation 4-12, which are symmetric for each signal in the set.
When Equation 4-8 is satisfied, all correlations can be attributed to the common signal among three signals, and there is a unique and determinate solution for the best obtainable common signal S best among signal set {S 1 , S 2 , S 3 }.
Non-Ideal Extraction
When Equation 
Summary and Discussion
The common signal is defined between two signals which have non-zero correlation. It is also defined among three signals whose correlations satisfy Equation 4-8. When it is defined, it can be approached by the best obtainable common signal, which is an optimal linear combination of the original signal set. The best obtainable common signal is under-determinate for the two signal set, and ideally determinate for the three signal set.
The common signal has not been well defined in other cases. If common signal is an intrinsic property of the signal set in these cases, the best obtainable common signal should not depends on the sequence of extracting it. Perhaps a common signal can be defined and extracted using this principle in non-ideal cases. 
